E2A

Evidence2Action

Profile2Perform
Psychometric profile and
work style analysis of teams
to improve cohesion and
performance - and identify
strengths and gaps

E2A
Evidence2Action

This is product is for
leaders who want to:
-

Know how to lead your team better, motivating and
retaining key / mission critical staff

-

‘Template’ star performers and recruit the ‘Right
People’

-

Know where the gaps in the team are and how to
plug them (now and in the future)

-

Know your teams strengths and weaknesses, what
it can be relied on to do well or poorly

-

How to coordinate your team for maximum
performance and impact

OUR 3 DELIVERY
PRINCIPLES
ALWAYS PRACTICAL

You’ll apply what we teach you
immediately and you’ll have a practical
techniques and timeless insight.

ALWAYS INSPIRATIONAL

Giving you insight, evidence and
empowerment so you can inspire those
around you as a leader or advisor and
make better decisions.

ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE

E2A works with leaders and teams from
market leading companies here, and
abroad, to evolve and grow using latest
evidence, approaches and techniques.

LEARN FROM
THE BEST
Use the exact tool we use every week at
E2A, to help leading companies architect
high performance teams, advance mission
critical staff and develop star performers.

HOW IT WORKS:
8 SIMPLE STEPS
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Leader takes
questionnaires
and receives
briefing pack

Staff members
receive overview
email

Staff members
takes
questionnaire

Reminders sent if
needed

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Leader debrief &
coaching day
scheduled

Leader receives
Profile pack

Leader receives
1:1 debrief &
coaching day

Leader armed and
empowered to act
and lead well

WHAT YOU RECEIVE
Performance guide, tools & techniques
6 Team member profile

Priceless insight if the team member is the ‘Right
Person’ to strengthen your team culture, if they are
hard-wired to undertake the key requirements of the
role (now and in the future) and management
techniques to motivate and retain.
1 Leader/line manager profile
Priceless individual insight of how you lead, advise,
and work with others. How you are seen by others,
stay motivated at work, what you can be relied upon
to do well, where you will struggle - and your fit with
the poor performer.
1:1 Explanation and coaching for the whole team
A clear and easy-to-apply debriefing session to
understand the concepts, context and nature of the
team and your collective best performance.

Understand the real reasons behind poor and
best performance with an overview of roles and
how work style requirements differ.
Understanding why people perform well and
how you can use the Profile to lead better and
turn around the poor performance.
Performance review meeting step by step
agenda, phases to use, expectations to set,
strategies to bring out best performance.

PRICE
£5940+VAT

LEARN MORE OR
BOOK YOUR TEAM
PROFILE NOW

Contact
Steve McKenna
+44 (0) 7532 225 355
steve@evidence2action.co.uk

Other training in this series:
Profile2Recruit
Psychometric profiling and analysis f to ensure cultural fit and performance preventing costly, bad hires

Profile2Lead
Psychometric profile and work style analysis for leaders wanting to lead well, more
confidently and enjoyably

Profile2Perform
Psychometric profile and work style analysis of leadership teams to improve cohesion
and performance - and identify strengths and gaps

Profile2Board
Psychometric profiling and leadership analysis for advancing or aspiring chairs and
non-executive directors

E2A

Evidence2Action

www.evidence2action.co.uk
+44 (0) 7950 692123
hello@evidence2action.co.uk

